This brief summary is intended to follow that entitled "Selma Free College: The First Four Weeks." It is to be followed in September by a longer formal report on the entire summer.

Library: Our collection presently numbers between 17,000-18,000 volumes. 13,000-15,000 more are in San Francisco, packed and waiting only the money to ship them. Half a storefront building at 720 First Avenue has been rented through September as a home for the library. The location is only a few blocks from R.B. Hudson High School (Negro) on a street bordering a middle-income white neighborhood. The building is brick and concrete, very solid and fireproof-looking. I regard it as an ideal home for our library, though not all the staff agrees with me. Principal objections have been that the storefront lacks the "personality" of a library, and that we could have found a better place at a lower rent. I don't know about the first criticism, but I think the second has not been sufficiently backed up with facts for us to reconsider our decision to stay where we are. We are going ahead with plans to lease the building for a year.

Cataloging of the books has proceeded slowly, with approximately 10% of the collection processed at present. We are developing a temporary classification system so we can have the books available to the community as soon as we have shelves for them. It is hoped that local participants can be involved, trained, and should funds become available, even paid to assist with the cataloging of the rest of the books.

We are already considering ways of augmenting our collection. One idea we have discussed which may be of interest to our readers is as follows: college professors and other professional people receive new books in their respective fields free from publishers; we would request these people to send us any of these books that they could not use, had no space for, or were duplicated in their personal or institutional collection. Individual donations could be co-ordinated on a departmental or college basis and shipped to us in quantity. Such donations would yield us an admitted highly specialized, even technical selection of books, but more important, it would give us professionally respectable, up-to-date collections in as many fields as we could get respondents from. In any of our readers are interested in undertaking such a project to aid our library, we would like to hear from you right away.

Classes: Our classes were most numerous and well-attended during the month between the second week of July and the second week of August. The subject "taught" (explored is a better word) were: art, dramatics, English, French, Negro History, Negro Literature, Mathematics, Science, Federal Laws and Procrast, etc. At its peak, we had a regular attendance of 200 local participants mostly young people.

During the month of our greatest activity classes were taught in 7 different places around the city; Hopewell Baptist Church, in Ward One, not far from Selma University; at 213 St. Ann Street in a home where several staff members were staying, near famous Brown Chapel AME Church; at Second Baptist Church in East Selma; at a church on the eastern edge of the city across the Edmund Pettus Bridge; and in the Reformed Presbyterian Church. The dramatics classes were held in a number of locations, centering finally on R.B. Hudson High School for rehearsals of the play PORGY, to be performed this weekend, with an almost completely local participant cast. The governing board of Second Baptist Church, after classes had been held in its basement for some weeks, voted to give the college permission to use...
The basement permanently for classes and programs. We have since spent over $100 redecorating the basement and making it into a permanent center for our activities in that area. The redecorating has been under the direction of our two art teachers and is perhaps the most successful of our present centers.

The classes at Hopewell Baptist Church, Reformed Presbyterian Church and at the church across the bridge have lapsed as our staff decreased in size and mobility. The class centers were spread over a large area and transportation problems were complicated by a lack of cars, coordination and police harassment. We are presently contemplating the purchase of several bicycles to ease our difficulties. If and when our staff strength meets or surpasses the summer level, classes that have lapsed will be resumed and, if possible, expanded.

In addition to classes, some staff members have spent time disseminating information on the government's war on poverty. There has been no effective way until now for the community to get this information and make use of it. We have also encouraged persons interested in the program to make application. Particular projects we have supplied with information and assistance have included the projected expansion of a local Negro nursing home-clinic and to the Medical Committee for Human Rights in formulating a program for increasing available public health services, personnel and education in a ten-county area of the Black Belt. We are also distributing information and "opportunity cards" for the Job Corps to interested local youths. These projects are still "on the drawing boards" and it is too early to tell whether they will make it through the government application mill.

Staff: Our staff numbered 17 at its highest point this summer, and is now down to 8. Those who left did so because of money or personal complications none expressed major dissatisfaction with the college program. There has continued to be very little "administration," and most staff members work pretty much on their own. Our staff this summer has been on the whole a dedicated, mature, creative crew who have, in the writer's opinion, left their nondirective mark on the community.

Police harassment has been an irritation but not a major obstacle to our program so far. Three staff members have been arrested, two after an ill-fated attempt to talk with a white man (later revealed to be a "special" deputy of Sheriff Jim Clark), and the third in Loundes County in connection with the picketing that led up to the shooting murder of the Rev. John Daniels. Staff members working at the church in Sim's Quarter have been harassed and threatened by nondescript whites, but have ignored the threats and continued teaching, without incident. After the recent violence in Loundes County, Selma whites are buying shotguns and talking nervously about how Selma isn't going to become another Los Angeles if they can help it. Jim Clark has re-deputized several hundred locals to be ready for any attempted coup. Given this tension it is likely that harassment will increase.

The facts and possibilities of harassment and violence need to be understood by any prospective volunteer staff member. We are nonetheless encouraging interested, committed students and others with a quarter, semester or longer to spare to correspond with us right away concerning possible staff service. We need ten to fifteen more volunteers to deal adequately with the present demands placed on us. It must also be understood that while living in Alabama is cheap, we can't pay anybody.
We still maintain our original conception of staff qualification. i.e., anyone who can communicate honestly and profoundly with people of different backgrounds than himself, is potentially an effective staff participant. However, we also acknowledge that we need skills which can help in solving the kinds of problems we have been asked by the community to tackle. With this in mind, the following kinds of skills would be especially helpful: Negro History and Literature, Foreign Language Instruction, Adult Literacy Instruction, Basic Health Education, Library Cataloging, Art Instruction, Political Analysis (how to make your vote count) and Instruction, Community Analysis and Organization, Typing and Secretarial Instruction.

FINANCES: We kept no records of our money before July 26th. Since then we have kept strict records, and a summary of our finances follows:

Total Income, July 26-Aug. 22 -------- $372.00
Total Expenses, Same Time --------- 250.00
Balance, August 22, 1965---------- $122.00

All our income is the result of donations. Expenses included are 2 months rent on the library building (330), redecorating for the basement of Second Baptist Church (3120) and supplies for the Dramatics Program (150). Our anticipated expenses include rent (440 per month), some furniture and shelves for the library, bicycles for staff transportation, office and instructional supplies. We are in need of whatever support our friends can give us. Material support is also helpful. The following kinds of items would be especially valuable to us (in addition to books):

Spirit duplicator supplies: masters, fluid, paper
Typewriters
Cameras (35mm), film, developing service
Specific kinds of books:
Encyclopedias, Thesauruses, Other Reference Books
New integrated textbooks and study materials
Materials for adult basic education
Magazine and newspaper subscriptions
Stamps
Records - Classical and Negro folk or documentary
Art prints - Especially Negro - African Art

FUTURE: We expect a period of decreased activity during the month of September. Our staff size will then be at its end; moreover, those of us who have been here for longer than the summer and the summer volunteers who plan to stay through the fall, are in need of a rest. Life in Alabama under our conditions is not without its personal costs; and several of us are considerably in debt. Symptoms of fatigue abound: some staff members are so "punchy" that they are not able to function well in staff activities; on another level, the inter-personal entanglements that are inevitable in any close-knit group (and which were handled most of the summer with much understanding and maturity) have recently become magnified and complicated into situations which sap much of the energy of those involved. These things are not surprising to the writer, and I feel that they can be overcome if we can find some time for rest, relaxation and reflection during the next several weeks.

At the same time, planning must continue for our Fall program. The character of our activities will change considerably once the public schools open, as we will very likely be asked for more classes of a tutorial, college-prep nature and must be ready to deal with these requests. We hope to continue and expand our information-disseminating and application-preparing assistance to persons interested in the War on Poverty and other
EDEERAL PROGRAMS. WITH THOUSANDS OF NEGROES BECOMING NEW VOTERS IN DALLAS COUNTY, SOME APPROACH MUST BE MADE TO THE TASK OF INFORMING THEM OF THE USES AND DANGERS OF THIS NEW THRUST INTO THEIR WILLING UNPRACTICED HANDS.

WE ARE STILL DALLYING WITH THE POSSIBILITY OF BECOMING INCORPORATED. ONE OF THE POSSIBLE ADVANTAGES OF CORPORATE STATUS IS ELIGIBILITY FOR FOUNDATION AND GOVERNMENT FUNDS. I SAY IT IS A "POSSIBLE ADVANTAGE" BECAUSE THERE IS AT PRESENT MUCH DOUBT IN THE MINDS OF MOST OF US ABOUT THE ADVISABILITY OF RELYING ON SUCH SOURCES FOR OUR FUNDS. WE ARE ALL PRETTY MUCH "ANTI-ORGANIZATION" PEOPLE, DISTRUSTFUL OF TRADITIONAL METHODS OF SUPPORTING TRADITIONAL INSTITUTIONS; WE QUESTION WHETHER A PROJECT CAN ACCEPT THE FORMER WITHOUT BECOMING THE LATTER. THIS IS AN ISSUE WHICH IS YET TO BE RESOLVED.

IN CLOSING LET ME REMARK, AS I DID IN THE LAST SUCH PROGRESS REPORT, THAT THIS IS A SUBJECTIVE ACCOUNT AND SUMMARY OF THE ACTIVITIES AND CONTRIBUTIONS OF SELMA FREE COLLEGE, WHICH SHOULD NOT BE TAKEN AS EITHER EXHAUSTIVE OR AUTHORITATIVE.

CHARLES E. FAGER,
GENERAL CO-ORDINATOR
SELMA FREE COLLEGE
P.O. BOX 638
SELMA, ALABAMA 36702

DENNIS COLEMAN
DONNA SMITH
BOX 13
SELMA, ALABAMA

MAIL ANY CONTRIBUTIONS, COMMENTS, SUGGESTIONS AND CRITICISMS TO THE ABOVE ADDRESS. WE APPRECIATE THEM ALL.